
           

                                   Wholey  Necklace                                                                            
                                                                      
                 Louise Fischer Cozzi, Instructor

 You’ll learn to make Wholey beads with my Translucent Colors - 
oil paints, etching and colored graphites  on Frost Premo Clay.   
Each circle will have another circle cut out of it.

 We’ll make colored clay with oil paint, then etch it, cut out 
our bead shapes, then bake them. Sand the edges and apply 18K 
gold leafing pen plus varnish. We’ll add the oil paint and col-
ored graphite and burnish it.

 You’ll put this together using ball headed beads (copper or sil-
ver) and Heishi beads. 
I’m sure you’ll enjoy your lovely new necklace!
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Stuff I’ll need to bring: 

Oil paints
Colored Pencils
Scotch tape
Scissor
Swabs
Cutters 
Etching
Drill with small drill bit
Sanding pads
Pasta maker
Tissue blade
Exacto blade
Gold pens
Copper pens
Silver pens
Timer 
Chain nosed and flat nosed pliers
Cutters
Tiny round nosed pliers
rag

Stuff I need to put in a kit:

jumprings
2 - silver chain w/endings
1 - clasp 1 jumpring silver (2 pieces) 
3 - silver jumprings for attaching chain 

jumprings 

2 - copper snake chain - 2
1 - clasp, one jumpring copper (2 pieces)
3 - copper jumprings for attaching chain 
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Stuff you need to bring:

Premo Frost (formerly known as Translucent with Bleach) - 1/3 large 
block 
Pasta maker
Roller
Surface
Tissue Blade
or Exacto Blade (#11 - the standard blade for exacto knives)
Scissors for cutting paper
Timer (may be on your phone)
about 10 - 15 Swabs - like Q-tips but have less cotton on them - but 
you can bring Q-tips (to apply paint)
Very tiny bottle of windex - you’ll have to transfer it to a small 
spray bottle. (or baby wipes)
Plastic container - the bottom’s for water and the top is for oil paint 
- don’t expect to use it again.
Small soft clean rag
If you like a particular cutter, bring it.  You could make it into a 
necklace.
Sandpaper - I have fine and superfine soft sponges, but you can use 400 
& 600 grade papers.
Krylon 18K Gold Leafing marker (I’ll have five to pass out)
Flecto Verathane satin varnish (I’ll have some with me for you to use)/
If you have them:  (I’ll have some for the class)
Pliers - 2 chain or flat nosed
            1 round nosed
Cutters (Round ones of varying sizes - is you have)
A jar top - something to hold metal findings

Materials Fee:  $10 if you take copper or brass,  
                     $15 if you take silver.
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